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Abstract: As the future of nuclear power is uncertain, only choosing one development objective for
the coming decades can be risky; while trying to achieve several possible objectives at the same time
may lead to a deadlock due to contradiction among them. In this work, we study a simple scenario
to illustrate the newly developed method of robustness study, which considers possible change of
objectives. Starting from the current French fleet, two objectives are considered regarding the possible
political choices for the future of nuclear power: A. Complete substitution of Pressurized Water
Reactors by Sodium-cooled Fast Reactors in 2180; B. Minimization of all potential nuclear wastes
without SFR deployment in 2180. To study the robustness of strategies, the disruption of objective
is considered: the objective to be pursued is possibly changed abruptly from A into B at unknown
time. To minimize the consequence of such uncertainty, the first option is to identify a robust static
strategy, which shows the best performance for both objectives A and B in the predisruption situation.
The second option is to adapt a trajectory which pursues initially objective A, for objective B in case
of the disruption. To identify and to analyze the adaptively robust strategies, outcomes of possible
adaptations upon a given trajectory are compared with the robust static optimum. The temporality
of adaptive robustness is analyzed by investigating different adaptation times.
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1. Introduction

In electro-nuclear scenario studies, specific strategies for a given objective of nuclear
power development are identified by simulating several or a large set of trajectories.
A trajectory denotes a single path of the future, characterized by a given set of fuel cycle
parameters. In these studies, reactors which are not yet deployed can be simulated as
well, e.g., fast reactors. The GEN IV fast reactor is regarded as a promising technology for
future nuclear power development, which shows a capacity to burn transuranic inventories
(TRU) [1] and lightening the stress on uranium [2]. In France, the ASTRID reactor, a design
based on the sodium-cooled fast reactor (SFR), may be considered to be deployed in the
future, using plutonium as the main fissile component [3]. If SFR deployment is considered
to be the objective for the future development of nuclear power, current inventories of
plutonium in interim storages are potential resources. However, several delays to the
schedule of the ASTRID program show an uncertainty of SFRs deployment [4]. If SFRs are
not deployed, plutonium may become a potential waste, which should be introduced into
new-designed fuels to be burned in pressurized-water reactors (PWRs) [5,6] or vitrified as
wastes. More precisely, all TRU may be then considered potential wastes to be minimized.

For these two incompatible situations with respect to different objectives, strategies
to be executed are intuitively diverse. Given that there is no definite way to know which
situation will occur, these two possibilities should be considered in electro-nuclear scenario
studies. In this work, a method is developed to study the robustness of possible strategies
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under the disruption of objective. In Section 2, the important concepts in this work such as
static and adaptive robustness, as well as the assessment method is presented. In Section 3,
a predisruption scenario is studied, which presents possible strategies when the objective
is deeply uncertain. The robust static strategy identified in this scenario is analyzed in
Section 4. In consideration of information updating of objective decision, adaptive strategies
in a postdisruption scenario are explored in Section 5. Finally, the temporality of adaptation
is investigated in Section 6.

2. Robustness and Relevant Assessment
2.1. Objectives and Outputs of Interest

If SFRs are to be deployed, a fleet only composed of SFRs can be considered [2].
This will need sufficient available plutonium. Otherwise, the minimization of TRU in cycle
can be the primary objective, possibly linked to a limited development of nuclear power,
or even to a phase-out. With respect to different perspectives, two objectives and their
outputs of interest are defined:

• A. Complete substitution of the existing fleet composed of PWRs by SFRs, as prese-
lected objective: substitution ratio RSubs is required to be between 1 and 2.

• B. Minimization of TRU in cycle (TRU includes Np, Pu, Am and Cm in this study),
possibly under a limited deployment of nuclear power.

The RSubs mentioned above is defined as

RSubs =
Max deployable power by SFRs

Total f leet power
(1)

No SFR is simulated in this work, and the ”Max deployable power by SFRs” is supposed
to only depend on the available in-cycle Pu inventory. The specific power of SFR Pspec =
48.12 MW/tHM respects the model employed in [7]; 17% of initial heavy metal is supposed
to be plutonium [8]. The necessary Pu inventory to start a SFR deduced from these
assumptions should be multiplied by 2 in consideration of the temporality and availability
of Pu in the closed and self-sustainable cycle of SFRs, assuming five years of cooling
for spent fuel (SF) after discharge and two years of fabrication for fresh fuel. All these
simplifications imply the maximal deployable power of SFRs with a given inventory of Pu;
but they may also lead to a bias on the estimation of needed Pu inventory, and therefore a
bias on RSubs. The choice of RSubs = 1 can result in the failure of the complete substitution
(objective A). To reduce the risk, margin should be taken into account, and thus an RSubs
reasonably larger than 1 is required. For objective B, the in-cycle TRU excludes those in
vitrified wastes, which result from the reprocessing of UOX SF for the preparation of MOX
fuel fabrication.

In brief, objective A is related to the future deployment of SFR, while the objective B is
linked to giving up fast reactors, possibly in a situation of phase-out. It neither means that
the TRU cannot be minimized for SFR deployment, nor that the TRU minimization is the
only objective if SFR is not deployed. In this study, objectives A and B are just supposed as
an example with respect to different future states, in order to reduce the complexity but
keep the generality of analysis.

2.2. Disruption and Robustness

Robustness studies analyze the impact of a change of objective within the time scope
of a scenario, called the disruption of objective: objective A is firstly chosen, and a specific
strategy is implemented to pursue it; however, the SFR deployment may be possibly given
up and the objective is then changed into B. Since such a change is deeply uncertain,
the objective to be finally pursued is unknown. A robust strategy dedicated to such
disruption is therefore needed. Concepts of robustness are introduced from [9] and adapted
for the electro-nuclear scenario study in our work:
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• Static robustness: a robust static strategy presents acceptable performance for whichever
objective is selected in the future. The evolution of parameters of the trajectory is set up
at the beginning of scenario. It is equivalent to an optimal static strategy that considers
two objectives at once.

• Adaptive robustness: in case of the disruption, the trajectory from a strategy pursuing
objective A is adapted for objective B. In this study, an adaptive strategy is considered
robust (robust adaptive strategy) if it performs better than the robust static strategy
for objective B.

3. Predisruption Scenario

In the predisruption scenario, objective A is preselected, while the disruption to the B
is uncertain. Based on the French fleet, the simulation of fuel cycle begins from the year
2015. According to the summary in [6], the history of the fleet before 2015 is simulated
as precisely as possible, in order to obtain the material inventories. In this work, the total
thermal power of the fleet is simulated and considered to be one of the fuel cycle parameters.
From 2015, 58 reactors with 188 GW of total nominal thermal power are grouped into two
macroreactors: a PWR UOX and a PWR MOX. The outputs of interest, RSubs and in-cycle
TRU of the trajectories of explored strategies, are investigated in 2180, a time goal chosen
far in the future to keep options as open as possible in our methodology development.
To explore possible strategies, a transition of the fleet starts from the time Tstart and lasts
more than 10 years (D as transition duration). Burn-ups of two fuels (BUUOX and BUMOX),
the cooling time of UOX SF (TCUOX) in the pool, and the management of plutonium for
MOX fuel fabrication (ManagePu) change at Tstart. The total power and the MOX fraction
(power fraction contributed by the MOX fuel) change linearly during the transition; after
the transition, they will keep constant as Ptot, f and FrMOX f . In summary, eight variables
listed in Table 1 create the space of strategies in this exploratory predisruption scenario.
The range [175, 200] GW of Ptot, f supposes the stable evolution of total power. The objective
of SFR deployment will not lead to phase-out state; but the total power can be influenced
by many factors, such as energy demand and political decision. To focus on the disruption
of objective, the power is supposed to be relatively stable in this step.

Table 1. Variation ranges of variables in predisruption scenario. Note: Tstart = transition starting time; D = transition
duration; Ptot, f = final total power; FrMOX f = final MOX fraction; BUs = new burn-ups of fuels; TCUOX = new cooling
time of UOX SF; ManagePu = LiFo/FiFo for MOX fabrication.

Variable Tstart D Ptot, f FrMOX f BUUOX BUMOX TCUOX ManagePu

Ranges [2025, 2125] [10, 2180-Tstart] [175, 200] [0, 0.3] [30, 60] [30, 60] [3, 10] LiFo/FiFo

Unit (NA) year GW (NA) GWd/t GWd/t year (NA)

In this work, the trajectories of nuclear fuel cycle are simulated by CLASS [10].
Only models of PWR UOX and PWR MOX [11] are applied, while SFR is not simulated.

4. Static Robustness

RSubs and in-cycle TRU in 2180 of trajectories in the predisruption scenario are pre-
sented in Figure 1. Brown points denote the trajectories with Pu shortages for MOX fuel
fabrication before 2180. The Pu shortage is well studied in [12]. In this work, the trajectories
with Pu shortages are considered invalid. Figure 1 shows that all valid strategies can
theoretically achieve objective A (RSubs between 1 and 2), while they result in a wide range
of TRU production.
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Figure 1. TRU vs. RSubs of exploratory trajectories in the predisruption scenario.

By definition aforementioned, a robust static strategy should minimize TRU with
a RSubs between 1 and 2. It can be identified in Figure 1. Parameters and outputs
of interest of this strategy are shown in Table 2, using the same units as in Table 1.
The trajectory of this robust static strategy has sufficient available in-cycle inventory
of Pu for complete SFR deployment in 2180, presenting a relatively low margin of 1%
(RSubs = 1.01); the final in-cycle inventory of TRU is about 1470 tons.

Table 2. Inputs and outputs of interest in 2180 of the robust static optimum and the representative trajectory to be adapted.

Trajectory Tstart D Ptot, f FrMOX f BUUOX BUMOX TCUOX ManagePu RSubs TRU(T = 2180)

Static rob. op. 2036 60 181.8 11.5% 55.8 59.0 3.7 FiFo 1.01 1470 tons

To be adapted 2044 94 180.9 1.8% 41.0 50.0 7.6 FiFo 1.48 2170 tons

5. Adaptation and Adaptive Robustness

In consideration of information updating, a trajectory that pursues the preselected
objective A can be adapted for the new objective B in case of disruption. The performance
of adaptation may depend on the time of disruption and the trajectory to be adapted.
First, the adaptation in 2070 is supposed, which means that the disruption is before 2070.
A representative trajectory pursuing objective A should be chosen for the subsequent
adaptation analysis.

5.1. Representative Trajectory to Be Adapted and the Corresponding Scenario of Adaptation

A trajectory to be adapted is selected among the ones achieving objective A
(1 < RSubs < 2) in the predisruption scenario. To be representative, its inputs and outputs
are around the average values of those valid ones, listed in Table 2. In 2070, the transition of
this representative trajectory is not yet finished, and the total power and the MOX fraction
are respectively 186 GW and 6.0%. In 2180, this strategy presents a margin of 48% of
plutonium availability for objective A.

The adaptive strategies upon the representative trajectory are explored by a new
sampling similar to the predisruption scenario. A new transition is supposed from the
adaptation time 2070. The new Ptot, f varies in the range of [20, 200] GW, different from the
previous range of [175, 200] GW: as the SFR deployment is not considered after disruption,
a relatively high Ptot, f as the current level is no longer needed. A wider range is investigated
for the minimization of TRU.
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5.2. Adaptive Robustness versus Static Robustness

The in-cycle TRU in 2180 and the inputs of adaptive strategies upon the representative
trajectory are presented in Figure 2: the connected lines denote the variable values of
a strategy and the output TRU in 2180 of the corresponding trajectory. For example,
the adaptive optimum, presented by the connected deep blue lines in Figure 2, leads
to 920 tons of TRU in 2180; this adaptive strategy suggests 13 years for the duration of
adaptive transition (D), 28 GW as final total power Ptot, f , 25% as final MOX fraction
FrMOX f , 58 and 34 GWd/t as BUUOX and BUMOX respectively, six years for spent UOX
cooling and LiFo as Pu management.

𝑭𝒊𝑭𝒐𝟏𝟑𝟎𝟐𝟒𝟗𝟎 𝟔𝟎 𝟏𝟎𝟐𝟎𝟎 𝟎. 𝟑 𝟔𝟎
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Figure 2. Adaptation from 2070: parallel plot of input variables vs. TRU.

The parallel plot of Figure 2 can not only show visually the results of strategies but also
present the global behavior of strategies and the relation between inputs and output. Some
adaptations, such as the ones in light blue, lead to a TRU inventory in 2180 far lower
than 1470 tons of the robust static optimum. By definition, they are adaptively robust.
For these strategies, low Ptot, f , high FrMOX f and high BUUOX are required. In other
words, if objective A is firstly pursued by implementing the representative strategy and it
is disrupted to B before 2070 (so that we can adapt from 2070), a set of adaptive strategies
allows one to achieve lower in-cycle TRU inventory than the optimal static strategy. An
appropriate plan of adaptive strategies upon the representative trajectory is therefore
adaptively robust.

This result is a-priori not generalize because it depends on several assumptions, such
as the variability of power evolution before and after adaptation and the time of adaptation.
To determine whether the adaptation is generally a better solution than sticking to an
optimal static strategy, different assumptions should be investigated.

6. Adaptation Time Effect

As mentioned in Section 5, adaptation time may impact greatly the adaptive robust-
ness of strategies. An extreme case is an adaptation infinitesimally close to 2180, which will
produce a final TRU inventory very close to 2170 tons as the representative trajectory. To in-
vestigate the temporality of adaptive robustness, the adaptation upon the representative
trajectory is investigated on different adaptation times: 2050, 2090, 2110, 2130 and 2150.
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6.1. Behaviors of Good Adaptation over Adaptation Time

The results of two extreme adaptation times investigated in our study are shown in
the parallel plots of Figure 3. All adaptations from 2150 have more in-cycle TRU than the
robust static optimum. Thus, no adaptive strategy upon the representative trajectory is
robust if it is adapted after 2150.
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Figure 3. Parallel plots of adaptive strategies in 2 extreme cases: from 2050 and from 2150
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As shown by light blue curves in Figure 3, strategies with high FrMOX f and high
BUUOX allow the incineration of a large amount and the production of a small quantity
of Pu, and thus lead to relatively small inventory TRU in 2180. Effect of Ptot, f on TRU is
different in these two cases: if it is adapted late like 2150, high Ptot, f with high FrMOX f
can consume rapidly the Pu in the UOX SF. This kind of strategies are not valid for early
adaptation like 2050. On one hand, the representative trajectory before disruption tends
to accumulate plutonium in UOX SF due to a relatively low FrMOX f , and thus an early
adaptation leads to limited availability of Pu to be incinerated with high level of power.
On the other hand, the early adaptation is equivalent to a long time scope of adaptation
simulation. In this case, the possibility of Pu shortage with high Ptot, f and high FrMOX f is
higher than those with shorter time scope of late adaptation.

6.2. Adaptive (Robust) Optimum versus Adaptation Time

The in-cycle inventory of TRU at adaptation time and the ones in 2180 of the adaptive
optimum over the adaptation time are shown in Table 3. A threshold of adaptation time for
adaptive robustness can be observed between 2110 and 2130. In fact, the final inventory of
in-cycle TRU of adaptive optimum is very close to the TRU just before adaptation. It implies
that whenever adaptation is, the lowest achievable in-cycle inventories of TRU in 2180
with adaptation are not far from the inventory around the adaptation time. Actually, even
though the inventory of Pu accumulated in UOX SF can be hundreds of tons depending on
the adaptation time, the incineration by PWR MOX during adaptation is relatively limited.
The limited incineration is mainly due to the fact that only monorecycling of plutonium is
considered in this study.

Table 3. TRU in 2180 of adaptive (robust) optima and TRU at adaptation time related to the represen-
tative trajectory (robust static optimum: 1470 tons in 2180).

Adaptation Time 2050 2070 2090 2110 2130 2150 (2180 = No Adapt.)

TRU(T = adapt. time) 690 900 1110 1330 1560 1810 (2170)

Adapt. op. TRU(T = 2180) 780 920 1110 1290 1530 1780 (2170)
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7. Conclusions and Outlook

In this work, a method of robustness analysis in electro-nuclear scenario study under
the disruption of objective is presented. Two incompatible objectives are considered: one
is the future deployment of SFR, and the other is the minimisation of TRU without SFR
deployment. A robust static optimum is first identified, allowing complete SFR deployment
with a margin of 1%, and reaching 1470 tons of in-cycle TRU in 2180.

In comparison with the robust static optimum, a representative trajectory which pur-
sues initially objective A is disrupted and adapted in 2070 for objective B. Some trajectories
of adaptive strategies show much lower TRU inventories in 2180 than the robust static
optimum and the lowest achievable is about 920 tons. A further study shows that if the
representative trajectory is adapted after 2130, no adaptive strategy can be robust. It indi-
cates the temporality needed to be capable to perform better by adaptation than a robust
static strategy, under the disruption of objective A to B.

In the future, adaptations on the trajectories characterised by different RSubs in the
predisruption scenario should be investigated, because a correlation between RSubs and
TRU can be observed in Figure 1. Besides, the flexibility, which indicates the gain on TRU
over different constraints of adaptation, should be studied as well.
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